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The content is valid, but itʼs framed from my experience - my lens...
Less concerned about statistics and elite running times, more about interestingness and fun
More comprehensive resources available in the references section
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Courses  should  be...

1. Safe - for you and for the environment.

2. Fun - enjoyable throughout!

3. Fair - a test of skills, not luck.

4. Challenging - test different kinds of skills.

5. Bonus: Make it available and appealing to spectators.
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1. donʼt wreck the landscape
4. reward the Roger Federers who have superb overall game



Some  useful  vocabulary...
1. Point feature

2. Leg

3. Handrail

4. Collecting feature

5. Attack Point

6. Catching feature

Way between two controls

Something on way to control

Something beyond a control

Something near a control

Precisely located on map

Linear feature you can follow
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Create  a  leg!

Add two controls on point 
features, then label:

1. Handrails

2. Collecting Features

3. Attack Point

4. Catching features
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What  makes  a  good  course?

List your ideas here:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Know  your  map  and  area

1. Where are the sensitive, dangerous, and out of bounds areas?

2. Where are the interesting areas?

3. What are the different kinds of terrain? (footing, steepness)

4. How passable is the vegetation in different areas?

5. Where do the trails go?

6. How accurate is the map?
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1. Work with your park ranger or authority!
2-6. Design simple test courses and get out in the field to do reconnaissance! 
Considering everything, what kinds of courses would be appropriate here?
Activity: Study a map, and answer these questions



Course  design:  Focus  on  Legs
1. Interesting navigation 
happens throughout the leg - 
not necessary at the end!

2. Design long legs first that 
test route choice.

3. Shorter legs should be 
interesting too!

4. Every leg should have a 
purpose.
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Route  Choice  on  Long  Legs

1. Give multiple possibilities!

2. Tradeoff: Safe vs. difficult 
to execute.

3. Use obstacles: uncrossable 
features, or steep hills.

4. Reward the good map 
reader by offering superior 
routes that aren’t obvious.
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Activity: design a long leg on a map
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Variety  is  the  spice  of   Legs

1. Length - short, medium, long.

2. Terrain runnability - vegetation thickness, steepness, footing.

3. Map detail - how much concentration needed! High detail 
areas are good for shorter legs.

4. Visibility - varies with vegetation, map detail.

5. Navigation skills - compass bearings, fine and rough 
navigation.
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Activity: Rank the course maps you have in order according to the variety of legs offered, and thus which gives the best overall test of skill to a navigator. Consider all the criteria on this slide!



Controls:  No  buried  treasure!
1. Begin, end good legs!

2. Indisputable point 
features!

3. Not hidden! Visible when 
at correct side of feature.

4. Not buried! Like, one side 
of pit, or in a zillion boulders.

5. Clue sheet: say which side.
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1. Not about picking out interesting features
2. Careful with vegetation boundaries
3. Marker should be prominent, visible. Hiding invites company, resulting in unfairness. Get people in and out of control site quickly!
5. Specify which side or part of feature, and which feature if there are multiple features (northeast boulder, southwest side)
Activity: Given the 10 control sites, eliminate 5 bad ones, leaving 5 better ones!



Start  and  finish  =  logistics

1. Can the start and finish sites handle the load of foot traffic and 
facility needs? Need space, sturdy ground, road or trail access.

2. Ideal to have everything near registration.

3. Start near easy and hard terrain - remote? Two starts?

4. Starters should not see routes to first control; use the terrain, 
like a path at the edge of thick forest or vegetation, or small hill.

5. Funnel finishers by using a common last control. (“Go”)
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3. Need terrain suitable for beginner and advanced courses.
5. Otherwise the finish is too chaotic!
Activity: Choose start and finish locations on a map



Top  10  Best  Practices

10. Try to discourage contouring, or any legs with few route 
options - creates “elephant tracks,” environmental liability.

9. Avoid “dog legs” where entry and exit to controls are the 
same.

8. Large changes of directions are good! Disorient them!

7. Legs can cross each other! For example, “figure eights.”

6. At least 60 m between controls - 100 if similar features.
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9. Find dog leg on a map



Top  10  Best  Practices

5. Please, no mindless climbs! Zig zag up slopes, or place them 
in long route choice legs with multiple available routes.

4. Choose control sites so the marker isn’t visible from afar.

3. Avoid the edge of the map, for many reasons.

2. Get feedback - email courses to out of towners who won’t 
come; get different vetters who navigate differently than you.

1. When courses share controls, consider runners’ directions.
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3. Namely, itʼs hard to relocate once you get off the map!
1. If people are leaving and approaching from the same direction, you can “cheat.”
Activity: Take one course, and the tips - see if you can come up with any suggestions for improvements based on the tips.



A  note  of  caution...

1. Plan for water stops and aid stations. 

2. Use controls to help participants avoid unsafe, sensitive, or 
out of bounds areas, if you must go near such an area.

3. Streamer hazards which may not be visible - ruined barbed 
wire, obscured pits. Or, streamer a safe route when needed.

4. Test physical challenge: use vetters with different staminas.

5. Make detailed notes about the hazards, map, terrain, courses.
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1. One thirds and two thirds through works for many courses.
2. Did you talk to the park ranger or authority yet? For example, if someone is worried about damaging a fence that must be crossed, set a control at a safe crossing point.
5. You want the course to test their navigation skills, not surprise them with things they wouldnʼt know about the map. I think it would be great to give out a short multiple-choice test about the 
course setterʼs notes at the start to see if participants are prepared.



The  Beginner’s  Course

1. Called “White” in orienteering, all controls on trails.

2. Short; short legs; ideally, controls at every decision point.

3. The learned skill is map reading, not sophisticated navigation.

4. Use obvious features. Try for variety - not just trail junctions!

5. It should be easy. Challenge comes at higher levels.
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The  next  Beginner’s  Course

1. Called “Yellow” in orienteering, all controls by trails.

2. No more than two decision points in a row without controls.

3. Tempt them to navigate off trail (“cut corners,”) but provide 
the safety of the trail route option.

4. Still use obvious features, try not to use trail junction controls.

5. Longer than “White,” but still fairly short.
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The  Intermediate  Course
1. Called “Orange” in orienteering, most controls off trail.

2. Can use less obvious features, but near something easy to find.

3. Best routes should usually avoid trails.

4. Legs should have handrails or large collecting features. Most 
importantly, catching features! Mistakes should not cost much.

5. Vary leg length.

6. Provide opportunities to use compass bearings.
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The  Advanced  Course
1. Has challenging legs, not difficult to find control sites!

2. Constantly offers opportunities to use sophisticated 
navigation techniques.

3. Legs should minimize availability of handrails and catching 
features.

4. Legs should have distinct collecting features and attack points  
- no “Bingo” controls, or pits in the middle of a flat forest!

5. Variety is key: leg length, terrain, map detail, etc.
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Creativity  with  Formats
1. Score Course: no legs given - find as many controls as you can, 
determining your own route or “tour,” - controls will have 
different point values, and time limits often apply.

2. Motala: nice for small areas - make a longer course by creating 
several different loops over the same area.

3. Sprint: An official IOF championship discipline. Short course, 
winning time 12 to 15 minutes, large changes of direction, map 
may be easy to interpret, but high detail areas and route choice 
problems make for a good challenge.
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Creativity  with  Legs
Butterfly patterns: in mass-
start events, split participants 
with different orders of the 
same legs.

Forking: give participant a 
choice of two separate 
controls on way to next one.

Window: small set of 
controls, get in any order.
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Top  3  things  you  learned:
1. 

2. 

3. 

Resources:
Evan Custer’s practical guide and the BAOC page;
Adrian Zissos’s guide uses a competition lens, and his page;
more: see Support at this British Orienteering Federation page;
The Attackpoint forum carries lively discussions about courses;
View the various “Route to Christmas” posts at World of O.
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Develop white, yellow, and orange/sprint/advanced courses in teams of 3 or more, setup as a 
motala?
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